Hi Dears,
Recently, our team planned to launch a new website and we are now looking for a
professional HTML Front-End website designer. We are currently in the stage of creating
and not launch yet.
We need a SIMPLE, COMFORTABLE AND MODERN DESIGN for our site. Besides, we
need a designer who can provide us with their professional idea and a creative and perfect
work.

PROJECT DETAIL

Total Pages to be design:

40 Pages

Example Link(s):

lazada.com.my
(Our website will be similar to them)

Name of the page:

a. About Us
b. Terms and Conditions
c. Privacy Policy
d. Careers
e. Careers (Job Detail Page)
f. Help Centre
g. Help Centre (Article)
h. Contact Us
i. Vendors Page: Introduction / Sign Up / Pricing / Contact Us
j. Corporate: Overview / Gifts / Ads / Partnership
k. 404 Page not found
l. Home Page
m. Product Page
n. Deal / Payment Page (Approx. 8 pages)
o. Categories (List)
p. Categories (Grid)
q. Member Login
r. Member Sign-Up
s. Vendors Login
t. Admin Login
*Some of the pages are not here yet, it will be added when the
project start. Anyway, there are total 40 pages need to be
design. Please provide us with a quotation based on 40 pages,
if there is any extra pages, we will pay extra.

Other Information:

1. Our budget for this project: USD1,000 until USD2,000
2. Timeline for this project:
As per we mentioned, what we more concerned is more in
the quality that you deliver. As long as you’re the design that
you deliver is perfect, we will not set a timeline to you. But,
please give us at least an update per day.
3. Our payment terms:
- Complete 50% of the project (Create and Release
Milestone 50% payment to you)
- Complete 100% of the project (Create and Release
Milestone 100% payment to you)

4. Our working method:
Once you accept our project, our team will start preparing
with the requirement files for you. It will be included with
some example or other website links as a sample or even a
simple draft created by our team to make you more
understand what we need. Most of the thing have to follow
as per what stated in our requirement files
Remark(s):

a. We will not provide with any Photo Shop (PSD) design, you
need to design it and make it into HTML.
b. You just need to in-charge for the HTML Front-end design
only, the functionality part will be done by our programmer.
c. No template design work allowed. We do not want any
WordPress template, WooCommerce themes or any other
template design work.

Please Take Note That:
1. We need a fixed price for the whole website (40 pages) HTML Front-end design.
2. You just need to in-charge for the HTML front-end design part only, the functionality part will
be done by our programmer.
3. No template design work allowed. We do not want any WordPress template, WooCommerce
themes or any other template design work.
4. We need HTML code from your side. We will not provide with any Photo Shop (PSD) design,
you need to design it and make it into HTML.
5. Please ensure that you have finished reading the information and/or description above to
avoid creating problem in future. We will never respond to those question which can found
the answer above.
6. Our budget for this project: USD1,000 until USD2,000
7. Timeline for this project:
As per we mentioned, what we more concerned is more in the quality that you deliver. As
long as you’re the design that you deliver is perfect, we will not set a timeline to you. But,
please give us at least an update per day.
8. Our payment terms:
- Complete 50% of the project (Create and Release Milestone 50% payment to you)
- Complete 100% of the project (Create and Release Milestone 100% payment to you)
9. Our working method:
Once you accept our project, our team will start preparing with the requirement files for you. It
will be included with some example or other website links as a sample or even a simple draft
created by our team to make you more understand what we need. Most of the thing have to
follow as per what stated in our requirement files
10. Feel free to question us if there is any doubt. eventor[at]vs4u.my
11. Please do not contact us or bid the project, if you are unable to follow or agree with
above terms or working method mentioned above.

PLEASE DO NOT CONTACT US OR BID THE PROJECT, IF YOU ARE UNABLE TO
FOLLOW OR AGREE WITH ABOVE TERMS OR WORKING METHOD MENTIONED
ABOVE.

